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Product Data Sheet 

ARKOS DRIVZ 1500 5W 30 
Passenger Car Engine Oil 

 
ARKOS DRIVZ 1500 5W 30 is a high-performance engine oil for every type of passenger car 
engine operating under heavy duty. The Engine oil is blended from synthetic base oils and 
high performance additives, which supports in fuel economy benefits to the new generation 
passenger cars where such quality oils are recommended.  
 
 

Benefits 
 

 The combination of synthetic base stocks and special high performance additives assist 
in fuel economy.  

 The detergent-dispersant properties of ARKOS DRIVZ 1500 minimize the formation of 
lacquer and varnish, as well as sludge and other deposits, thus keeping the whole engine 
clean. The engine oil helps prevent ring sticking, keeps pistons clean and maintains 
deposits in suspension  

 The product possesses good antioxidant and antirust properties. The former prevents 
oxidation processes that would alter the viscosity, while the latter ensure effective 
protection of all parts of the engine.  

 The Engine oil has good anti-wear properties which safeguard the moving parts of the 
engine.  

 The SAE 5W-30 viscosity ably supports in fuel economy benefits to the consumer. 

Applications 

Recommended for use in all modern Passenger Car Engines where a API SM or lower 
performance specification is required. 
 

Performance Specifications 

ARKOS DRIVZ 1500 5W-30 meets the below requirements specification 

- API SM / CF 
 

Characteristics (Typical Values) 

 

ARKOS DRIVZ 1500 5W-30 

TEST PARAMETERS METHOD TYPICAL VALUES 

Viscosity at 100 °C mm²/s 10.91 

Viscosity Index - 170 

Flash Point °C 224 

Pour Point °C -30 

CCS @-30°C mPa’s 3250 
 

Note: Always consult your owner’s manual to check for recommended viscosity grade and specifications of oil for your 

particular vehicle/machine/equipment.  

Disclaimer: APAR makes no warrantees, representation or conditions of any kind expressed or 
implied for use with respect to these products. Final determination of suitability of the products 

for the application contemplated by the user is solely their responsibility. Website: 
www.apar.com  

http://www.apar.com/

